"Contagious itch" has been anecdotally reported and recently confirmed in a controlled setting in humans. Here, we investigated in adult rhesus macaques whether 'contagious itch' occurs spontaneously in monkeys. In a first experiment, the latency to scratch following cage-mate scratching was observed in pair-housed adult rhesus macaques. Scratching increased within the first 60 s and subsequently declined. In a second experiment, scratching behavior was recorded for individually caged adult rhesus macaques which were shown videos of monkeys scratching, but also neutral stimuli. A greater frequency of scratching was observed when monkeys viewed a video sequence of another monkey scratching as well as during the neutral stimulus immediately following the monkey scratching segment. In conclusion, viewing other monkeys scratching significantly increased scratching behavior in adult rhesus macaques. Key words: contagious; scratching; itch; macaque; video; model; pruritus.
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Itch is an unpleasant sensation that all humans experience in the course of their lives (1). In addition to common itch, chronic itch is a common symptom among dermatologic patients with a significant impact on quality of life in patients of all ages (2). Itch is also a common problem in veterinary medicine, where it elicits the desire to scratch, chew and initiate other forms of self-trauma (3).

Everyday life experiences suggest that itch can be socially contagious or easily inducible by mental suggestion. Published reports support the view that this intriguing phenomenon manifests in human beings and is amplified in atopic dermatitis (4, 5). An animal model of contagious itch would be helpful to elucidate the underlying mechanism and could provide important clues for developing a novel therapeutic approach. In this study, we tested the hypothesis of itch being socially contagious in adult rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*). We chose this nonhuman primate because of its similarity in anatomy, physiology and particularly central nervous system (CNS) function to humans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The measurement of itch can be inferred from observation of scratching behavior, so therefore we recorded the number of scratching bouts as an indicator of itch (4, 5). To distinguish from touching events, scratching was operationally defined as moving the fingertips repeatedly across the same skin area for a duration longer than one second. The location of scratching was recorded and classified by anatomical region: head, ventral surface of the trunk (body), leg (right or left), arm (right or left), dorsal surface of the trunk (back). Procedures involving monkeys were conducted in accordance with state and federal laws, the standards of the Department of Health and Human Services and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.

**Experiment 1.** Subjects were 16 healthy, adult male rhesus macaques (*Macaca mulatta*) pair-housed for a minimum of 18 months with indoor and outdoor access, in pens measuring 2.4 × 2.3 × 2.4 m, at the Wake Forest University Primate Center (WFUPC). Monkeys ranged from 5.5–8.3 years old (mean age 6.3 ± 0.8). All monkeys were fed the same diet of standard monkey chow. Each pair was observed during 2 intervals of 20 min using a group focal observation method (6). All occurrences of scratching were recorded. The time intervals elapsed between one monkey scratching and its cage-mate scratching were recorded. These elapsed times were used as the dependent variable (as the ‘latency’ to scratch following cage-mate scratch). Each instance of scratching in one cage-mate was considered the start point for the elapsed time until the other cage-mate scratched in turn. All observations were made at approximately the same time each day over a span of 3 days. Observations were made by 2 observers, and interobserver reliability was greater than 0.92%.

Cumulative sum (CUSUM) analysis was performed to determine the point by point sequential trend in the time elapsed between one monkey responding to a scratching event in the other (latency to scratch) and also to document the shift in scratching-pattern over the observation period. CUSUM is the running total of differences between the individual data points and the mean of all data points (7). The total number of scratching episodes was averaged over the total number of time periods. CUSUM of the first time period was defined as the difference between the number of scratching episodes in that period and the mean scratching frequency of the total time. For the next time period, the CUSUM of the previous period was added to the difference between the number of scratching episodes in the new time period and the mean scratching frequency of the total time. This process was continued through the last time period. The trend was later analyzed using linear regression to assess its statistical significance (set at p < 0.05).

**Experiment 2.** Subjects were 10 adult male rhesus macaques housed in single cages that measured 1.7 × 0.86 × 0.76 m. Subjects ranged from 6.5–15.2 years old (mean age 11.0 ± 3.3). All monkeys consumed standard monkey chow. Monkeys in
experiment 2 did not participate in experiment 1 and were unfamiliar with experiment 1 monkeys.

A video was created using monkeys from experiment 1. Video segments contained a monkey scratching a part of his body but did not contain his face to prevent eliciting a fear or aggression response in monkeys viewing the video. Monkeys in experiment 2 were shown this video for the first time and were unfamiliar with the contents of the video until it was revealed in this experiment.

The video consisted of 2 sequences. Each sequence was comprised of a series of 5 30-s segments. The segments were either “Neutral” (a fruit), “Active” (a monkey scratching), or “Passive” (a monkey not scratching). To counterbalance order of presentation, Active and Passive segments were alternated in the two sequences. The order of the 5 segments in the first sequence was: Neutral, Active, Neutral, Passive, Neutral; and the order in the second sequence was: Neutral, Passive, Neutral, Active, Neutral. Each animal viewed both sequences in the same order. All instances of scratching during the video were recorded. In order to capture contagious scratching events occurring in the follow-up Neutral segments, scratching episodes that occurred during the Active segment plus the Neutral segment immediately following were summed (60 s total). Likewise, scratching episodes that occurred during the Passive segment plus the Neutral segment immediately following were summed (60 s total). A Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed to determine whether scratching behaviors differed between these two 60 s periods.

RESULTS

Experiment 1. Fourteen of the 16 monkeys exhibited scratching following cagemate’s scratch within 360 s of its cagemate scratching. A total of 35 scratching episodes were recorded (Fig. 1a). Seventeen scratching episodes were recorded within the first 60 s following a cagemate’s scratch. The remaining 18 scratching episodes occurred between 61–360 s afterwards.

CUSUM analysis revealed a significant increasing trend \([p<0.001, \text{rate of scratching } = 0.983 (95\% \text{ CI } 0.785–1.182)]\) of scratching episodes until the time period of 56–60 s (Fig. 1b). From 56–60 s to 176–180 s, the trend reached a plateau \([p=0.374, \text{rate of scratching } = 0.025 (95\% \text{ CI } –0.032–0.081)]\) and decreased for the remainder of the 300 s \([p<0.001, \text{rate of scratching } = –0.386 (95\% \text{ CI } –0.4 to –0.372)]\). An analysis of the location of the scratching responses indicated that 29% were directed at the same location as in the originating (inducer) monkey, while 71% targeted different areas.

Experiment 2. During the Active plus following Neutral segment, 19 total scratching events occurred (median = 1.5 per monkey). During the Passive plus following Neutral segment, monkeys scratched 7 times (median = 0.0) \((p = 0.04)\) (Fig. 2). Three monkeys did not scratch during any portion of the experiment.

DISCUSSION

In its basic, most primitive form, scratching has been historically considered a reflex controlled by the spinal cord that required no input from the brain (8). However, scratching is clearly more than a spinal reflex since it depends on a top-down strategy for scratching to be effective at relieving itch and also involves hedonic aspects (9). Our group previously demonstrated that exposure to images suggestive of itch have the intriguing effect of inducing itch and scratching. This visually transmitted phenomenon was amplified in patients with atopic dermatitis, who thus appeared more suggestible to visual cues of itch (5). Another study demonstrated that contagious scratching was induced in a public lecture on itch (4). This behavioral response could involve mirror neurons, which are activated when one individual either performs an action...
or observes another individual performing an action (10, 11). Another experiment used unfamiliar monkeys and observed their response to conspecific scratching (12). When one target monkey watched an unfamiliar monkey through a peephole, there was increased probability that an observer monkey would scratch after watching the target monkey perform scratching behavior. This study made important observations on the contagion of itch in monkeys. However, the study sample was small (n = 5) and utilized a constructed experimental model that may have enhanced arousal in the monkeys, thus leading to exaggerated outcomes as scratching became a way to cope with negative arousal.

In the present study, we confirm that when monkeys view other monkeys scratching they significantly increase scratching behavior. In the first experiment, it was evident that when one monkey started scratching their cage mate scratched shortly thereafter.

The target site of contagious scratching movements was in 71% of cases different from the site spontaneously scratched by the first monkey, supporting a previous observation in humans that contagious itch induced primarily by visual cues exhibits a widespread distribution, in other words it is not location-specific (5). This feature could very well constitute a hallmark of the “contagious itch” phenomenon, and be directly (and mechanistically) derived from its initiation in the superior structures of CNS, and not in the periphery. Secondly, this feature also suggests that contagious itch is not simply a mimicking behavior.

This “contagious” itch could represent an empathic type of response. In the second experiment, individually housed monkeys responded to videos of stranger (unfamiliar) monkeys actively scratching, but not to a passive monkey (not scratching), or to neutral images. Significantly more scratching episodes were observed during the active scratching video segments and immediately following them, likely owing to a lag time between the initial stimulus and the monkey ‘catching’ an itch, and not due to neutral stimulus.

Contagious yawning is another well-documented behavior, and approximately 45–60% of the human population is susceptible to this phenomenon (13). It is thought to be related to empathic capacity. Infants and young children do not catch a yawn when exposed to either family members or unfamiliar individuals who are yawning (14). Contagious yawning can be transmitted horizontally within representatives of the same species (humans, Gelada baboons) and vertically, from one species to another (from humans to dogs) (13, 15, 16). The results of studies in chimpanzees and stump-tailed macaques demonstrated that nonhuman primates shown a video of conspecifics yawning, yawn as well. As with contagious yawning, it is suggested that contagious scratching arises from tension of viewing an outgroup monkey (17). In our experiment, we excluded adult male monkey faces to minimize a tension or aggression response that could result in scratching. Thus, our results are more likely to reveal a contagious behavior and are less likely to represent a response resulting simply from viewing an outgroup monkey. This study confirms the hypothesis that itch is socially contagious in nonhuman primates. Further investigation of the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying this behavioral response could identify the relays involved within the CNS and potentially lead to more effective treatments for itch.
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